The best available evidence of inhibitory conditioning in vertebrates comes from experiments in which variants of A+/AB-and A+/B-training were compared in terms of response to B in summation and retardation tests, the results suggesting that inhibition is generated by nonreinforcement as an increasing function of the excitatory value of the setting. We report here 7 experiments with foraging honeybees (Apis mellifera) that failed to show a difference in the effects of the 2 treatments. On the basis of previous experiments as well as supplementary experiments whose results give no reason to doubt the sensitivity of the training techniques and measures used, our consistently negative results may mean either that inhibition in honeybees is generated by nonreinforcement independently of the setting or that there is no inhibitory conditioning at all in honeybees-that the only associative function of nonreinforcement is to reduce excitatory strength.
The performance of honeybees in learning experiments patterned after experiments with vertebrates is similar in many respects to that of vertebrates and different only in a few respects (Bitterman, 1988 (Bitterman, , 1996 . Some of the similarities have been probed in further experiments, with results that point (notwithstanding the remoteness of the evolutionary relation) to the operation of common functional principles. For example, the overlearning-extinction effect in honeybees (Couvillon & Bitterman, 1980) can be understood as a special case of negative incentive contrast (Couvillon & Bitterman, 1984; Shinoda & Bitterman, 1987) attributable as in rats to frustration generated by unrealized anticipation of reward (Amsel, 1958) . By the same token, the few differences do not seem to require different learning principles. For example, the results of honeybee experiments on the conditioning of intermodal compounds (Couvillon & Bitterman, 1987 , 1988 Funayama, Couvillon, & Bitterman, 1995) are compatible with the parsimonious independence assumption of traditional continuity theory (Hull, 1929; Spence, 1936) -the assumption that the components of a compound stimulus gain or lose associative strength independently with reinforcement or nonreinforcement of the compound-which in the vertebrate literature has long been rejected in favor of the assumption of competition for associative strength or for attention (Res- Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to M. E. Bitterman, Bekesy Laboratory of Neurobiology, 1993 East-West Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822. Electronic mail may be sent tojeffb@pbrc.hawaii.edu.
corla Sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971) . Overshadowing and blocking experiments with intramodal rather than with intermodal compounds do, however, give results like those for vertebrates (Couvillon, Mateo, & Bitterman, 1996; Couvillon, Arakaki, & Bitterman, 1997; Smith & Cobey, 1994) , perhaps because independence tends to be subverted by afferent interaction, which is likely to be more extensive in intramodal compounds; greater afferent interaction in intramodal than in intermodal compounds has been assumed also in the recent vertebrate literature on summation (Kehoe, Home, Home, & Macrae, 1994; Rescorla & Coldwell, 1995) .
We turn now to the question of inhibitory conditioning in honeybees, suggestions of which have appeared in experiments both with free-flying and with harnessed foragers. Couvillon and Bitterman (1980) fed free-flying foragers on gray targets (X) that could be labeled either with a disk of color (A) or with an odor (B), using summation tests to look for evidence of inhibition. In the first of three experiments, there was less responding to BX than to X after AX+/BXtraining, X having become moderately excitatory in the course of the training. In the second experiment, there was less responding to ABX than to ACX (C was a novel odor) after X+/AX+/BX-training. In the third experiment, there . was less responding to ABX than either to AX or to BX after X+/AX-/BX-training. Bitterman, Menzel, Fietz, and Schafer (1983) studied proboscis-extension conditioning in harnessed foragers, using a retardation test to look for evidence of inhibition. After training in which placement in the conditioning situation was paired with food, but placement with an odor was not (X+/BX-training), the odor conditioned less rapidly than did a novel odor.
To design an experiment capable of providing an unequivocal demonstration of inhibition in the sense that alternative interpretations are implausible is more difficult than has commonly been appreciated (Papini & Bitterman, 1993) , and the early results for honeybees certainly are not free of ambiguities. Common to all four of the experiments was the failure to compare response to the putative inhibitor with response to an equally familiar stimulus that had been treated differently; in two of the four experiments, there was a novel control stimulus, and there was no control stimulus in either of the other two. An inhibitory interpretation of the results may seem perfectly reasonable and may even seem preferable to defensible alternatives on grounds of simplicity, as Cole, Barnet,_ and Miller (1997) have speculated recently in relation to the results of a vertebrate experiment of their own in which a stimulus nonreinforced in compound with an excitor was compared with an untreated control stimulus; but if inhibitory conditioning exists in honeybees it should be demonstrable and analyzable in more definitive designs, and there are some vertebrate experiments that point the way.
In a review of the "two-test" vertebrate literaturereports of work in which, following the well-known recommendation of Rescorla (1969) , both summation and retardation tests were used- Papini and Bitterman (1993) found only four experiments of satisfactory design that seemed to provide reasonably persuasive evidence of inhibitory conditioning (Cunningham, 1979; Hoffman & Fitzgerald, 1982; Pearce & Kaye, 1985; Rescorla, 1979, pp. 105-106) . In each of them, B conditioned more slowly after some variant of A+/AB-training than after some variant of A+/Btraining, suggesting at the same time (a) that inhibitory conditioning exists and (b) that a stimulus becomes inhibitory as a function, not of nonreinforcement per se (Pavlov, 1927) , but of the excitatory value of the setting in which it is nonreinforced. The second of these propositions, which has been derived most rigorously perhaps from the theory of Rescorla and Wagner (1972; see especially, Wagner & Rescorla, 1972) , will for convenience be referred to here as the Rescorla-Wagner proposition. It may be well to note that, if the conditioning of B had not been slower after A+/AB-training than after A+/B-training, neither proposition would have been supported.
The inhibitory interpretation of the retardation results is clouded by the fact that the results of summation tests routinely called for in the two-test strategy to examine the possibility that retardation is due to reduced attention were negative in two of the four experiments (Cunningham, 1979; Hoffman & Fitzgerald, 1982) . Although it is unlikely that attention to B would have been less after A+/AB-training than after A+/B-training, Cole et al. (1997) are probably correct in counseling caution; there has been general agreement that an inhibitory stimulus should be capable in principle of passing the summation test (see, e.g., Miller & Spear, 1985) . It is chastening, too, that other competent experiments of like design yielded either uniformly negative results (Bouton & Swartzentruber, 1986 , for contextual conditioning; Mahoney, Kwaterski, & Moore, 1975) or differences that were directly opposite in direction to the Rescorla-Wagner expectation, that is, greater suppression and slower acquisition for C as compared with B after A+/AB-/C-training (Williams, Travis, & Overmier, 1986, Experiment 1) .
However the vertebrate results are to be interpreted, they provide a useful starting point for comparative work, and our plan at the outset here was to do like experiments with honeybees, using both summation and retardation tests to look for evidence of inhibitory conditioning. Consider, for example, a contemplated experiment patterned after that of Williams et al. (1986) in which (ideally) four groups of honeybees would be trained A+/AB-/C-, B and C being colored strips used to label a gray target (X) that would serve as a common background, and A being a strong localized anomaly in the ambient magnetic field. (In this design, each animal has experience with both of the critical stimuli: with B, nominally a conditioned inhibitor or CI; and with C, a simple S -.) Then there would be a nonreinforced choice test with BX versus X alone for one group (X being expected on the basis of previous work to become moderately excitatory in the course of the training), and with CX versus X alone for a second group; a third group would have reinforced BX training, and a fourth group would have reinforced CX training. If B (nonreinforced in a more excitatory setting) had become more inhibitory than C (nonreinforced in a less excitatory setting), response to X would be reduced more by B in the first group than by C in the second group, and acquisition would be slower in the third group than in the fourth group.
Before committing ourselves to such an elaborate experiment, however, we thought it reasonable to do a simple pilot experiment to find out whether B and C actually would be differently affected by the training. The pilot procedure was to train a single group of animals in the way that all four groups were to be trained, and then to compare responding to BX and CX in a nonreinforced choice test. Less responding to BX than to CX would not, of course, require an inhibitory interpretation; although less responding to BX than to CX might indeed mean that B was more inhibitory than C, it also might mean that B was simply less excitatory than C (generalized excitation having been reduced more by the treatment of B than of C), or that there was more attention to B than to C (B competing more effectively than C for attention to X). For proper evaluation of the inhibitory interpretation, the four-group procedure complete with summation and retardation tests then would be in order, but the need would not arise if the animals did not respond less to BX than to CX. In fact, the results of a series of such pilot experiments with a variety of stimuli and under a variety of conditions were consistently negative, giving no reason to believe that inhibition is generated by nonreinforcement in honeybees as an increasing function of the excitatory value of the setting, or even that inhibition is generated at all.
Experiments 1-2 and Two Supplementary Experiments
Experiments 1 and 2 were of the design already considered: A+/AB-1C-training against the gray target (X) as a common background, followed by a nonreinforced choice test with B versus C ( Table 1 ). The stimuli were colors and local magnetic anomalies. Our previous work on compound conditioning in honeybees had been done with targets distinguished by colors, odors, and nearby landmarks, and we were interested here in extending the range of stimuli used. Although honeybees have been found to be highly sensitive to local variations in the ambient geomagnetic field (Walker & Bitterman, 1985 Walker, Lee, & Bitterman, 1990) , the absence of data on the discriminability of the particular magnetic stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2 prompted a supplementary experiment (Experiment MF) to demonstrate their discriminability. (More conventional stimuli were used exclusively in the subsequent experiments of this series.) Another supplementary experiment (Experiment T) shows the effectiveness of our conventional discriminative training technique as adapted for present purposes.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 32 foraging honeybees (Apis mellifera), all experimentally naive, from our own hives situated near the laboratory. They were assigned to two main experiments and two supplementary experiments.
Procedure. The subjects of these and all subsequent experiments were trained individually, each in a single session lasting several hours. In the pretraining, a forager was selected at random from a group of foragers at a feeding station providing 10-12% sucrose solution, picked up in a matchbox, carried to a laboratory window, and set down at a large (~100-ul) drop of 50% sucrose solution on a pretraining target placed on the deep sill of the window. The subject was marked with a spot of colored lacquer as it fed to repletion, after which it left for the hive. Typically, the subject would return to the laboratory a few minutes later, continuing to fly back and forth between the hive and the window as long as sucrose was available there. If the marked subject did not return after its first placement, it was picked up again at the feeding station (where it usually could be found) and taken to the pretraining target, where it was permitted to feed to repletion. More than two placements were required only rarely. The pretraining ended with the second return of the subject to the window of its own accord.
The targets were plastic petri dishes, 5.5 cm in diameter, with gray covers (X). Some covers were labeled with a single 1.3 X 3.5-cm strip of colored plastic, blue or yellow. Some dishes contained ceramic permanent magnets (surface field 27.6 Mt, 282.7 emu), their north poles facing either up (U) or down (D) , that produced strong, highly localized anomalies in the ambient geomagnetic field. Each target used on any trial was drawn at random from a set of identical targets to which it was returned after washing at the end of the visit; the purpose of this procedure (which we use routinely) is to randomize irrelevant stimuli. Centered on the cover of each target presented was either a large drop of 50% sucrose solution, which served as reward, or (on nonreinforced trials) a large drop of tap water; the function of the water, which was unacceptable to the animals and distinguishable from the sucrose only by taste, was to rule out the possibility of differential responding to the targets on the basis of the perceived presence or absence of the drop of sucrose.
In Experiment 1, A was a magnetic anomaly (U for half the subjects and D for the rest), B was a strip of one color (blue for half of the subjects and yellow for the rest), and C was a strip of the alternative color. In the test, the subject chose between two gray targets, one labeled with the B color and the other with the C color, in the ambient field, hi Experiment 2, A was a colored strip (blue for half of the subjects and yellow for the rest), B was a magnetic anomaly (U for half of the subjects and D for the rest), and C was the alternative anomaly. In the test, the subject chose between two gray targets, one with the B anomaly and the other with the C anomaly.
The powerful discriminative training technique was developed in some of our earliest work with honeybees (Couvillon & Bitterman, 1980) and has continued to be useful for a variety of purposes ever since (e.g., Couvillon et al., 1997) . In Experiments 1 and 2, two A+ pretraining visits (Target A with a drop of sucrose) were followed by 12 training visits of several different kinds in balanced order. On 3 of the training visits, there was a single A+ trial. On each of the rest, an A+ trial was preceded either by an AB-trial (AB with a drop of water) or a C-trial, or by both an AB-trial and a C-trial, in balanced order-three AB-/A+ visits, three C-/A+ visits, one AB-/C-/A+ visit, and two C-/AB-/A+ visits. (A constraint of working with free-flying honeybees is that each visit must end with a reinforced trial on which the social stomach is filled or-where there have been previous reinforced trials on that visit-the filling is completed, prompting return to the hive.) The procedure on each nonreinforced trial was simply to present the target for 1 min (during which a subject might land repeatedly) and then to remove it. In all, there were 14 A + trials, six AB-trials providing a total of 6 min of nonreinforced exposure to AB, and six C-trials providing a total of 6 min of nonreinforced exposure to C.
After its last training visit, each subject of Experiments 1 and 2 returned from the hive to find a pair of B and C targets set 10-cm apart in a lateral arrangement at the center of the window sill. For half of the subjects of each experiment, the B target was to the left, and for the remaining subjects to the right, each target now baited only with a drop of water. On encountering the water on one of the targets, the subject would leave it, then return to it or go to the other, leave again, return again (sometimes only briefly, with no attempt to drink), and so forth, the interval between successive responses increasing as the test continued. All actual contacts with each target, however brief, during a 10-min period were recorded by the experimenter, who pressed one of two hand-held switches activating counters that were programmed to print stored frequencies at 30-s intervals.
In supplementary experiment MF, there were two pretraining visits and 12 subsequent training visits, on each of which there was a reinforced trial with a gray target that was labeled with one of the anomalies (U+ for half of the subjects and D+ for the rest). On eight of the training visits (in quasi-random sequence), the reinforced trial was preceded by a 1-min nonreinforced trial with a gray target that was labeled with the alternative anomaly. Then, as in Experiments 1 and 2, there was a 10-min nonreinforced choice test, here with gray U and D targets, hi supplementary experiment T, the training was exactly the same as in Experiment 1, but the test was with A versus AB. 
Results
In Figure 1 , the performance of the animals of Experiment 1 in the choice test is plotted in terms of the mean cumulative number of responses to each target in successive 30-s intervals. The curves show that both compounds were excitatory, presumably as a function of the excitatory value of the gray target, with no indication that B (CI) was more inhibitory than C (S-) or by the same token that either was inhibitory at all. An ANOVA (based, as is our rule, on uncumulated frequencies) yielded a significant change in responding over 2.5-min blocks, F(3, 21) = 4.68, p < .05, the a level used throughout, but it yielded an insignificant stimulus effect (F< 1) and an insignificant Stimulus X Block interaction (F < 1).
Comparable results for Experiment 2 are plotted in Figure  2 . Here the frequencies of responding to the two alternatives were again very much the same. An ANOVA yielded a significant block effect, F(3, 21) = 9.82, with an insignificant stimulus effect (F < 1) and an insignificant Stimulus X Block interaction (F < 1). The results of neither experiment support the Rescorla-Wagner proposition.
In supplementary experiment MF, as Figure 3 shows, the previously reinforced anomaly (S+) was markedly preferred to the previously nonreinforced anomaly (S-) in the choice test. An ANOVA yielded a significant stimulus effect, F(l, 7) = 34.49, a significant block effect, F(3,21) = 13.33, and a significant Stimulus X Block interaction, F(3, 21) = 12.65. The results give no reason to think that the magnetic stimuli used in these experiments are any less discriminable than the colors and odors we more commonly use.
In supplementary Experiment T, as Figure 4 shows, there was more responding to A than to AB after A+/AB-1C-training. An ANOVA yielded a significant stimulus effect, F(l, 7) = 240.05, a significant block effect, F(3, 21) = 10.00, and a significant Stimulus X Block interaction, F(3, 21) = 13.28. This outcome taken together with the null outcome of Experiment 1 might mean that B becomes inhibitory, but not more so than C, because the inhibition generated by nonreinforcement does not depend on the excitatory value of the setting. Another possibility is that nonreinforcement does not generate inhibition, and that the differential responding to A and AB is to be understood in configurational terms. To explain this "feature-negative" discrimination in terms of compound-unique components (Rescorla, 1972; Whitlow & Wagner, 1972) would require the assumption of inhibition, although an explanation in terms of the Hullian concept of afferent interaction (Hull, 1943) would not.
Experiment 3
The prospect of afferent interaction suggests a flaw in the design of Experiments 1 and 2, although not in this experiment or of any of the subsequent experiments in this series. If B is altered by interaction with A, any inhibition generated by the nonreinforcement of B in the presence of A may generalize only with some decrement to B in the absence of A, making the test less sensitive. The design used in Experiment 3 to avoid that possibility was to test with B versus C after A+/AB-/DC-training (see Table 1 )-B nonreinforced as before in compound with a stimulus (A) that is separately reinforced, but C nonreinforced in compound with a stimulus (D) that is never reinforced. B and C were colored strips and A and D were odors, all used to label a common gray target (X). Another variation in the design of this experiment is that there were also some reinforced trials with X alone, whose purpose was to make sure that there was substantial excitation to be opposed in the summation test. According to the Rescorla-Wagner theory, the inhibitory strength of C should increase with the excitatory strength of X, but so also should the inhibitory strength of B. Nonreinforced training with DC instead of with C alone has the added advantage that C and D should share any inhibition generated as a function of the excitatory strength of the context.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 8 foraging honeybees (Apis mellifera), all experimentally naive, from our own hives.
Procedure. The targets were plastic petri dishes 5.5 cm in diameter with gray covers (X). Drilled in the cover of each dish, 6 mm from its outer circumference, was a circle of eight equally spaced holes, 5 mm in diameter. The dishes contained pieces of cotton batting that could be impregnated as required with the odors of geraniol or peppermint. Some of the covers were labeled with a single strip of blue plastic, and others were labeled with a single strip of yellow plastic. The odors served as A and D (balanced over subjects), and the colors served as B and C (also balanced over subjects).
Foragers were recruited as before, but now there were three pretraining visits, two with A+ and one with X-K Then there were 12 training visits, 3 with a single A+ trial, and 9 with one or more nonreinforced trials, 5 of them terminating with an A+ trial (2 AB-/A+ visits, 2 DC-/A+ visits, and 1AB-/DC-/A+ visit), and 4 terminating with an X+ trial (1 AB-/X4-visit, 1 DC-/X+ visit, 1 AB-/DC-/X+ visit, and 1 DC-/AB-/X+ visit). In all, there were six 1-min exposures to AB-and six 1-min exposures to DC-. The choice test was with unscented gray targets, one labeled with a strip of the B color and the other with a strip of the C color.
Results
In Figure 5 , performance in the choice test is plotted in terms of the mean cumulative number of responses to each target in successive 30-s intervals. As the curves show, the animals responded to both targets and only slightly less frequently to B (CI) than to C (S-). An ANOVA yielded a significant change in responding over 2.5-min blocks, F(3, 21) = 7.16, but it yielded an insignificant stimulus effect (F < 1) and an insignificant Stimulus X Block interaction (F < 1). Here again, then, the results fail to support the Rescorla-Wagner proposition.
Experiment 4
In this experiment, there was another change in design: Comparison of the two treatments was between groups rather than within groups in an effort to enhance the discrimination of the critical stimuli (see Table 1 ). One group was trained A+/AB-1C-, and a second group was trained A+/CB-/C--that is, B was compounded with a separately reinforced stimulus (A) for the first group (the CI group) and with a separately nonreinforced stimulus (C) for the second group (the S-group)-after which both groups were tested with B. A, B, and C were colored strips used to label a common gray target (X). 
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 18 foraging honeybees (Apis mellifera), all experimentally naive, from our own hives. They were assigned in quasi-random fashion to the two groups (9 subjects per group being required for balancing the stimuli).
Procedure. The targets were plastic petri dishes, 5.5 cm in diameter. Their gray covers (X) were labeled with strips of colored plastic (blue, yellow, or'orange, all highly discriminable), whose roles as A, B, and C were balanced over subjects. On AB and CB trials, the two strips were arranged as shown in Figure 6 , with A and C at right and B at left; on A and C trials, the single strips were again at right.
Foragers were recruited as before, with two pretraining visits to A+. Then there were 15 training visits, 3 with a single A + trial and 12 with one or more nonreinforced trials terminating with an A+ trial. For group CI, there were 3 AB-/A+ visits, 3 C-/A+ visits, 3 AB-/C-/A+ visits, and 3 C-/AB-/A+ visits; for group S-, CB-was substituted for each AB-. In all there were nine 1-min exposures to AB-for the CI group, and nine 1-min exposures to CB-for the S-group. On its return from the hive after the last training visit, each animal found a gray target labeled with a strip of the B color and baited with a drop of water; each contact with the target during a 10-min period was recorded.
Results
In Figure 7 , performance in the test is plotted in terras of the mean cumulative number of responses made by each group in successive 30-s intervals. As the curves show, the animals responded frequently to both targets, but there was little difference between the CI and S-groups. An ANOVA yielded a significant change in responding over 2.5-min blocks, F(3,48) = 4.74, but it yielded an insignificant group effect (F < 1) and an insignificant Group X Block interaction (F < 1). Again the Rescorla-Wagner proposition is unsupported. Experiments 5-7
Like Experiment 4, these were two-group experiments, but in each of them the design was changed to provide more comparable experience with the component stimuli (see Table 1 ). Although the CI groups were trained A+/ AB-/C-as in Experiment 4, the S-groups were trained A+/CB-/A-; that is, the two groups of each experiment had both reinforced and nonreinforced encounters with A, and nonreinforced encounters both with B and with C, after which both groups were tested with B. In Experiment 5, A, B, and C were colored strips labeling the common gray target (X). In Experiment 6, A and C were odors; in Experiment 7, A and C were colored strips; and in both experiments B was a distinctive adjacent landmark. In Experiments 5 and 7, again, some reinforced trials with X alone were included in the training in the hope of increasing the sensitivity of the test (with B). In Experiment 6, with odors as A and C, there were instead some separate reinforced training trials, not with X, but with a target of different color (Y), and the test was with BY; the aim here was to increase the excitatory strength of the testing context without risking a disproportionate increase in the inhibitory strength of the S-that might be produced by increasing the excitatory strength of the training context. Another variation in procedure was that in Experiment 7, the test period was increased from 10 min to 15 min to examine the possibility, suggested by the results of Experiment 6, that a difference between the groups would take longer to develop.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 66 foraging honeybees (Apis mellifera), all experimentally naive. They were drawn at random from the hives for the three experiments, 9 subjects in each of the two groups of Experiment 5, and 12 subjects in each of the two groups of Experiment 6 and Experiment 7. In Experiment 5, 9 subjects per group were required to balance the stimuli. In the other two experiments, we began with 8 subjects per group, but unusual variability in the data prompted us to add half again as many subjects to each.
Procedure. In Experiment 5, as in Experiment 4, gray targets labeled with colored strips (yellow, blue, and orange) were used. The subjects were recruited as before, with two pretraining visits to A+. There were then 12 training visits, 4 with a single A + trial and 8 with one or more nonreinforced trials terminating with an A + or an X+ trial. For group CI, there were 2 AB-/X+ visits, 2 C-/A+ visits, 2 C-/AB-/X4-visits, and 2 AB-/C-/X+ visits; for group S-, 2 CB-/X+ visits, 2 A-/A+ visits, 2 A-/CB-/X+ visits, and 2 CB -IA-/X+ visits. In all there were six 1-min exposures to AB-for the CI group of each experiment and six 1-min exposures to CB-for the S-group. On its return from the hive after the last training visit, each animal found a gray target labeled with a B strip. The target was baited with a drop of water, and each contact with the target during a 10-min period was recorded.
In Experiment 6, gray targets labeled as in Experiment 3 with odors of geraniol or peppermint were used. A colored target of the same structure (yellow for half of the subjects in each group, blue for the rest) served as Y; the odors, serving as A and C, were balanced over subjects. The landmark serving as B was a white wooden block, 11 cm long and 4 cm in each of its other dimensions; it was placed on its long side parallel to the outer edge of the window sill at a distance of 1 cm directly behind the training target it was used to label (A or C in training and Y in testing) . In this experiment, there were two additional pretraining visits to Y+, and Y+ trials were substituted for X+ trials in the training, which was otherwise the same as in Experiment 5. The test was with B (the colored target with the landmark behind it).
In Experiment 7, A and C were blue or yellow strips (balanced over subjects), and B was the landmark used in Experiment 6. The training schedule was the same as in Experiment 5. The test with B (the gray target with the landmark behind it) lasted for 15 min.
Results
In Figure 8 in responding over 2.5-min blocks, F(3, 48) = 15.28, but it yielded an insignificant group effect (F < 1) and an insignificant Group X Block interaction (F < 1).
The test results for Experiment 6 are plotted in Figure 9 . Here, too, the performance of the two groups was much the same, although the suggestion that a difference might be developing later on in extinction led us to lengthen the test period in Experiment 7. An ANOVA yielded a significant change in responding over 2.5-min blocks, F(3, 66) = 71.37, with an insignificant group effect (F< 1) and an insignificant Group X Block interaction (F < 1).
The test results for Experiment 7 are plotted in Figure 10 . Again in this experiment, the performance of the two groups was very much alike, and there was no indication that a difference was developing as the test continued. An ANOVA yielded a significant change in responding over 2.5-min blocks, F(5,110) = 32.76, with an insignificant group effect (F < 1) and an insignificant Group X Block interaction, F(5, 110) = 1.68. Lest there be a tendency to overestimate the importance of the small mean difference between the two groups that is perceptually exaggerated in the cumulative plots, it should be noted that the difference is traceable to the deviant performance of 2 of the 24 animals. By Fisher's computation, the exact probability of an equal or greater difference between the two distributions is about .49. It is clear, then, that the Rescorla-Wagner proposition is not supported by the results of these three experiments.
Discussion
In seven comparative experiments with honeybees, we tested the hypothesis that inhibition is generated by nonreinforcement as an increasing function of the excitatory value of the setting (referred to as the Rescorla-Wagner proposition) . In each case, there was a test in which we looked for greater suppression of responding by a nominal conditioned inhibitor (nonreinforced in compound with a stimulus that was separately reinforced) than by an S-. Positive results would not have provided definitive support for the hypothesis (other explanations being conceivable as well), but they would have justified more elaborate experiments designed to yield such support. The consistently negative results actually obtained in our seven experiments lead us instead to question the hypothesis.
It is dangerous, certainly, to take negative results-even a series of consistently negative results-at face value; witness the color-odor experiments that did not show blocking in honeybees (Funayama et al., 1995) , which soon were followed by intramodal experiments that did (Couvillon et al., 1997) . There is, of course, clear warrant in the vertebrate literature for beginning the search for convincing evidence of inhibitory conditioning in honeybees with a comparison of the effects of A+/AB-and A+/B-training, such experiments having as yet produced the most convincing evidence of inhibitory conditioning in vertebrates. Nevertheless, both treatments are potentially inhibitory, and the performance measure used must be powerful enough to detect any difference between them. The difficulty is compounded, as Williams et al. (1986) have emphasized, by the opportunity inherent in A+/AB-training for withincompound excitatory conditioning of B that opposes inhibitory conditioning. Weighing against the potential criticism that the present experiments may have been insufficiently sensitive is that positive results were obtained under like conditions in our intramodal blocking experiments with honeybees (Couvillon et al., 1997) , which had the same general structure as the present experiments, and in which within-compound conditioning might have been expected also to play a masking role. Consider, for example, the design of Experiment 4, in which one group is trained A+/AB-1C-, a second group is trained A+/CB-/C-, and then both groups are tested with B. The only difference in the analogous blocking case is that the compounds are reinforced: the effect on B of A+/AB+/C-training is compared with that of A+/CB+/C-training.
That the structure of the blocking and inhibition experiments should be much the same is not surprising, given that the questions asked in the experiments of the two kinds are, in general form, so closely parallel. The (incremental) question asked in the blocking experiments is whether the effectiveness of reinforcement varies inversely with the excitatory value of the setting. The (decremental) question asked in the inhibition experiments, which has meaning quite apart from any inhibitory assumption, is whether the effectiveness of nonreinforcement varies directly with the excitatory value of the setting. Positive answers to both questions are dictated by the Rescorla-Wagner principle of shared associative strength, and negative answers to both by the independence assumption. The blocking experiments with honeybees provide a positive answer to the incremental question (at least under intramodal conditions), although the shared-strength principle does not afford a very comfortable account either of those data (Couvillon et al., 1997) or of some companion data on overshadowing (Couvillon et al., 1996) . The present experiments suggest a negative answer to the decremental question, but only on the assumption that nonreinforcement produces inhibition. If the effect of nonreinforcement is simply to reduce excitation, little difference in responding to CI and S-could have been anticipated because their excitatory strengths must have been meager to begin with. The same procedures prefaced by reinforced training with the stimuli later to be nonreinforced in the two settings might conceivably provide an affirmative answer to the decremental question (cf. an experiment by Wagner, Saavedra, and Lehman described in Wagner & Rescorla, 1972, pp. 311-312) .
It would seem to be a mistake, certainly, to ignore the possibility that there is no inhibitory conditioning in honeybees-that the only associative function of nonreinforcement is to reduce the excitation generated by reinforcement. The data of a wide range of experiments on compound conditioning in honeybees have in fact been modeled quantitatively and with considerable precision on that simple assumption (Couvillon & Bitterman, 1987 , 1988 , 1991 Fischer, Couvillon, & Bitterman, 1993) , and so also, it is interesting to note, have been some rather diverse sets of data on discriminative learning in pigeons that might seem intuitively at first to require an inhibitory process (Blough, 1975; Woodard & Bitterman, 1976, the "E-only" model, pp. 65-66) . In the view of Miller and Matzel (1988) , the denial of inhibitory associations does not necessarily imply the denial of inhibitory "behavior" (p. 67), which they explain in terms of the difference between the excitatory strength of a stimulus that functions as an inhibitor and the current excitatory strength of its training context (the comparator hypothesis). The puzzle of our honeybee results for the comparator hypothesis (which here leads to the same expectation as does the Rescorla-Wagner proposition) is that there is in them no indication even of inhibitory behavior. From time to time, a variety of suggestions have been offered in the vertebrate literature as to other mecha-nisms that may be operating in CI training and in extinction (see, e.g., the collection of articles in Miller & Spear, 1985) , but not often has it been proposed that the notion of inhibitory conditioning can be dispensed with altogether.
There remains, at least for honeybees, the (Pavlovian) possibility that a nonreinforced stimulus does acquire inhibitory properties, but that the growth of inhibition is not modulated by the excitatory value of the setting. If that is true, experiments of different design than those which have thus far provided the best evidence of inhibitory conditioning in vertebrates will be required to show it. Papini and Bitterman (1993, pp. 348-349 ) have suggested some model experiments to determine whether inhibition develops in differential conditipning and in explicitly unpaired training, but those designs, too, are predicated on the RescorlaWagner proposition, of which they probably provide less sensitive tests; as operationalized for free-flying honeybees, they reduce to experiments closely resembling those reported here. Spontaneous recovery, which Pavlov (1927) originally took as evidence of "internal" inhibition (and of its transient nature), has been reported also in a massed-trials experiment on the classical conditioning of proboscis extension in honeybees (Bitterman et al., 1983) , although familiar alternative explanations (as, for example, in terms of sensory carryover and generalization decrement) remain to be evaluated. Note should be taken also of recent work with the proboscis-extension reflex by Hellstern, Malaka, and Hammer (1998) , whose results suggest that it may be productive to examine the possibility that backward conditioning is inhibitory.
